Dear BCS Family,

Our goal is to return BCS students to the classroom five days a week beginning this Friday, April 16. To accomplish this we have made changes to our reopening plan in compliance with the most recent Department of Health Guidelines. We will be presenting these changes on Wednesday, April 14 at 7:15 PM. We hope that you can attend this virtual meeting. The link to the meeting will be on our homepage.

There is one very important change to our busing schedule that we wanted to provide to you as soon as possible. In order for us to maintain appropriate physical distancing on the school buses we need to divide each local route into two routes. Each bus will run a “second run” which will consist of the portion of their route closest to the school.

In the morning students on the “second run” will be picked up approximately 10 minutes later than their current pickup time. In the afternoon, these same students will wait at the school for the buses to return to take them home. We anticipate these students will arrive home approximately 25 to 30 minutes later than they currently do.

Students who live on the following streets will be on the “second run.”

**Laura – Bus 82**
- Church Street and Academy Road

**Jason – Bus 74**
- Stanbro Road and Academy Road

**Jona – Bus 87**
- Beaver Creek Road, The Lane and Bliven Road

**Alan – Bus 81**
- Main Street and Fairground Road

Thank you for your patience and understanding as we implement these changes.

Sincerely

Jim Plows